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1. Introduction. In this note we shall employ the notation of [1] without further mention.
Thus X denotes a normed space and P the subset of X x X' given by

Given a subalgebra 91 of B{X), the set {<!>(Xif):(x,f)eP} of evaluation functional on 91 is
denoted by II. We shall prove that if A1 is a Banach space and if 91 contains all the bounded
operators of finite rank, then FI is norm closed in 91'. We give an example to show that II
need not be weak* closed in 91'. We show also that FT need not be norm closed in 91' if X is
not complete.

2. The main result. Given xeX, feX', we write as usual

x®f(y)=f(y)x (yeX),

so that * ® / i s a bounded operator on X with rank at most one. It is well known that any
bounded operator on X with rank one may be written in this form with x # 0 a n d / V 0.

LEMMA 1. Let X be a normed space and {Tn} a sequence of bounded operators on X with
rank one, such that lim | Tn—S\ = Ofor some SeB(X). Then S has rank at most one.

n-»co

Proof. Suppose that yy = Sxly y2 =Sx2 with yuy2 linearly independent. By the Hahn-
Banach theorem we may choose g eX' with g(yx) = 1, g{y2) = 0. We may write Tn = xn ® / n ,
where {*„}, {/„} are bounded sequences in X,X' respectively. Then

lim UxJgOcJ = l i m 9(.TnXl) = g(SXi) = 1,
n-*co n-+co

lim/n(x2)<?(xn) = lim g(Tnx2) = g(Sx2) = 0.
n-»co n-*ao

Since {/„(*!)}, {g(xn)} are bounded sequences, it follows that lim /n(x2) = 0 and then
n-*oo

lim Tn x2 = 0. This gives the contradiction y2 = 0, and so S has rank at most one.
n-»oo

THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space and let 91 be a subalgebra of B(X) containing all the
bounded operators of finite rank. Then II is norm closed in 91'.

Proof. Given F in the norm closure of n , there is a sequence {(*„,/„)} in P such that

l im|a>( X n , / n ) -F || = 0.

We write Tn = xn ®/n, so that TneB(X), T2
n = Tn, and | Tn\ = 1. If T= x ®f where xeX,
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feX', || x || ^ 1, ||/|| ̂  1, then re9I and | T\ g 1. Since

«W,o(r) =/n(rxn) =/n(x)/(xn) =/(rnx),

it follows that {f(Tnx)} converges uniformly for j| JC [j ̂  1, ||/|| ^ 1. Since X is a Banach
space, there exists SeB(X) with lim | Tn-S\ = 0. From Tn

2= Tn, | Tn| = 1 we deduce that
n-*oo

S2 = 5, | S | = 1. It now follows from Lemma 1 that S has rank one and so we may write S
in the form S = xo®fo for some (xo,fo)eP. Since lim || Tnx0 — Sx0\\ = 0, we have

n-*ao

lim ||/n(x0)xn—xo|| = 0 and so lim |/n(x0)| = 1, By compactness there is a subsequence
n-*oo n-»oo

{fnj} and a scalar A with | A [ = 1 such that lim/nj(x0) = A. Since

we may clearly suppose that {fnj} = {fn} and A = 1. We thus have

lim /n(x0) = 1, lim || xn -xo\\= 0.
n-*oo n-*ao

From lim || T*fo-S*fo || = 0 we deduce that lim | |/0(xn)/n-/0 | = 0. Since lim /0(xn)
n-»oo n->oo n-»to

fo(xo) = 1, we also have lim | | / n - / 0 || = 0. Finally

so that

Therefore J P = O(xo>yo) and II is norm closed.
Remarks, (i) The above argument uses only the norm of 91' and so we may replace 91

by any dense subalgebra of it.
(ii) Let B be an arbitrary Banach algebra and let a -* Ta be a representation of B on a

Banach space X whose image contains all the bounded operators of finite rank. If

VM)(a)=f(.Tax) (aeB),

we readily see that {*P(Xj/):(x,/)e/)} is norm closed in B'.
(iii) Given (XL/I ) , (x2,f2)eP, write (*i,/i) ~ (x2,/2) iftnere *s a scalar A with | A | = 1

and x2 = Axx. Then/2 = A/j and clearly ~ is an equivalence relation on P. Using the argu-
ment of the above proof and Lemma 2 below, we may verify that P/~ with the quotient
topology induced from (P, | . | x | . | ') is homeomorphic with (II, | . |).

3. Some examples. We begin with a simple lemma.

LEMMA 2. Let X be a normed space and let %be a subalgebra of B{X) containing all the
bounded operators of finite rank. If(xuf1), (x2,/2)eP andQ>{Xl >fi) = O(Xj/2), there is a scalar
A such that \ A | = 1, x2 = Xxltf2 =1^.
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Proof. Let x e X, fe X', and let T = x ® / so that Te 21. Then

=/(x2)/2(x) (xeXJeX1).

If Xj, x2 are linearly independent, we may choose/eX' such that /(A^) = l,f(x2) = 0. Then
fi(x) = 0 (xe A"), which is impossible since ||/i || = 1. Hence there is a scalar A with | X | = 1,
JC2 = AJCX- It follows that/2 =A/i as required.

Let co,lulm denote respectively the Banach spaces of all complex sequences that con-
verge to zero, that have absolutely convergent series, and that are bounded. We make the
usual identifications c'o = lt and l\ = lx.

EXAMPLE 1. IfX=c0 and 31 = B(X), then II is not weak* closed.

Proof. We define elements of c0, lu lm respectively by

[0 ( r > l ) ,

z(r)=l ( r ^ l ) .

For each n we have (xmf)eP. For each Te21 we have

lim <D(W)(T) = lim xn(T*f) = 2(7*/).
n-»oo n-*oo

If ^(7) = z(J*/) (Te 21), then Fe 21'. It follows from the method of the proof of Lemma 2
that F$T1 and so II is not weak* closed.

Let c00 denote the normed space of all complex sequences with finite support, with the
supremum norm.

EXAMPLE 2. If X = c00 and 21 = B(X), then II is not norm closed.

Proof. We define elements of c00, c0 respectively by

fl/r ( l ^ r ^ n ) ,

If/is as in Example 1, we easily verify that

l im|<J> ( W ) -F | |=0,
n-*ao

where
F{T)=f(?y) (Te 21),

Tbeing the unique extension of 2"to a bounded operator on c0. It follows readily from Lemma
2 that F$ IT, and so FI is not norm closed.
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If the subalgebra 91 of B(X) contains the identity operator, then the weak* closure of Fl
is a subset of AuCO c 5(21')- OQ t n e o t h e r hand if 91 does not contain the identity operator,
then the zero functional may belong to the weak* closure of IT, even if A" is a Hilbert space.

Let l2 be the Hilbert space of all complex square-summable sequences.

EXAMPLE 3. If X = l2 and 91 is the algebra of compact operators on X, then the zero
functional belongs to the weak* closure ofYl.

Proof. Let {en} be the usual basis for l2, so that (en, en) e P for each n. If T is a bounded
operator on X of rank one, say T = x ® y, then

lim|<5(en,
n-»oo

It follows that lim $(en,en) (T) = 0 for each T of finite rank and thence for uniform limits of
n~*co

such operators, i.e. for each compact operator T. The proof is complete.
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